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Abstract

The thermosphere–ionosphere nested grid (TING) model has been successfully coupled with the Lyon–Fedder–

Mobarry (LFM) global magnetosphere MHD code. The coupling between these models is two-way: the LFM provides

the TING model with global electric fields and precipitating electron energy fluxes, and the TING model feeds

ionospheric conductances back to the LFM. This code coupling enables studies of the global energy budget of the

magnetosphere–ionosphere–thermosphere system. In this paper, we present simulation results from the coupled

magnetosphere–ionosphere–thermosphere (CMIT) model under solar minimum, northern hemisphere summer

conditions. The IMF input to the CMIT model changed its direction every 4 h. Comparisons are made between the

simulated results of the CMIT model and those of the stand-alone TING model. It is found that the CMIT model

predicted higher cross polar cap potential drops than the empirical model used by the stand-alone TING model. The

energy input to the upper atmosphere by precipitating electrons, however, was much lower in the CMIT model during

the southward IMF interval. The simulated responses of the thermosphere and ionosphere were also significantly

different. As a result of the greater Joule heating calculated in the CMIT model, neutral temperatures and winds were

significantly enhanced in the CMIT model in comparison with the stand-alone TING model.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Earth’s thermosphere and ionosphere are a

dynamically coupled system. This dynamical coupling

involves not only physical and chemical processes of

various temporal and spatial scales within the region,
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but also interactions with other parts of the atmosphere

through mass, momentum and energy transfer. Lower

atmosphere tides and gravity waves propagate upward

through the middle atmosphere depositing energy and

momentum in the lower thermosphere, affecting neutral

winds, densities and temperatures in this region. The

magnetosphere, which is largely controlled by solar wind

properties, is also a significant energy and momentum

source for the thermosphere–ionosphere (T–I) system,
d.
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especially during geomagnetic storms (e.g. Killeen,

1987). Electric fields mapped down along the magnetic

field lines from the magnetosphere drive ion winds in

convection cells in the high latitudes. These ion winds, in

turn, push the neutrals in the same direction through

ion-neutral collisions. Significant particle precipitation

also occurs during storms, enhancing ionospheric

plasma densities and introducing additional heating in

the thermosphere.

The response of the thermosphere and ionosphere to

these energy and momentum inputs from the magneto-

sphere is both global and dynamic. Joule heating,

produced by collisions between ions and neutrals, is

the major magnetospheric energy deposition process in

the thermosphere and can greatly enhance neutral

temperatures at high latitudes (e.g., Lu et al., 1995;

Thayer et al., 1995). This heating causes upwelling of

molecular rich air from lower altitudes and transports it

to middle and lower latitudes in the post midnight

sector, affecting global neutral wind circulation and

neutral composition profiles (e.g., Prölss, 1980; Prölss,

1987; Burns et al., 1991; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994).

These changes in wind pattern and composition then

modify the ion recombination rate causing ionospheric

electron density variations. The variations in ion

densities, in turn, affect ion-neutral coupling processes

and thus the energy and momentum deposition rate in

the upper atmosphere.

One of the most important factors controlling

magnetosphere–ionosphere–thermosphere coupling is

the ionospheric conductance. Field-aligned currents

complete their circuit in the ionosphere, mostly through

E- and lower F-region Pedersen currents. The iono-

sphere serves as a dynamic resistor or load for the whole

current system. This load changes with variations of the

background ionosphere and thermosphere caused, in

part, by field-aligned currents. Precipitating particles,

which carry these field-aligned currents, can significantly

enhance E- and lower F-region electron densities and

thus enhance ionospheric conductance, especially at

night. This enhanced conductance in turn allows more

current to flow into the ionosphere.

In addition to the energy and momentum coupling

between the I–T system and the magnetosphere, mass

flow between these regions also has significant role in

coupling. During major storms, Oþ outflow is a

significant mass source for the plasma sheet and inner

magnetosphere (e.g. Hamilton et al., 1988; Daglis, 1997).

The acceleration mechanism for ionospheric oxygen ions

remains unclear. Nevertheless, the role of Oþ in the

onset and recovery phases of storms and substorms were

recently well established.

Therefore, it is important to view and investigate

the magnetosphere–ionosphere–thermosphere as a com-

plete system. However, in almost all previous space

weather studies, the magnetosphere, ionosphere and
thermosphere have been treated as separate systems.

Empirical models are used to specify the necessary

inputs from another region that limits the dynamic

coupling between different regions. For instance, in

global magnetospheric MHD simulations, ionospheric

conductance is typically specified using the Robinson

et al. (1987) model. In thermosphere and ionosphere

simulations, on the other hand, magnetospheric electric

fields and particle precipitation are defined using

statistical models based on satellite or ground-

based observations (e.g. Weimer, 1995; Richmond and

Kamide, 1988).

There have been several studies linking magneto-

sphere MHD models with thermosphere/ionosphere

models. Sojka et al. (1997) used MHD model outputs

of the convection electric field and auroral electron

precipitation to drive a time-dependent ionospheric

model (TDIM) through a substorm. This coupling

was, however, one way, since no ionospheric output

was fed back to the MHD model. In addition, the

TDIM used an empirical thermospheric model.

Another effort was that of Raeder et al. (2001). They

coupled the UCLA global magnetosphere model with

the coupled thermosphere–ionosphere model (CTIM)

and applied the coupled models to a study of the

January 1997 magnetic storm. The potential and

precipitation determined by the magnetospheric code

were the input to CTIM, and CTIM calculated

conductances and neutral wind dynamo currents were

then fed back to the magnetospheric code. A much more

realistic electrodynamic and ionospheric response was

simulated by the coupled model than when a simple

parameterized ionospheric conductance model was used

by the magnetospheric model.

Ridley et al. (2003) also linked a magnetosphere

model with a thermosphere and ionosphere model. They

fed thermospheric neutral wind generated currents

back to the BATSRUS global magnetospheric model

to study neutral wind flywheel effects (e.g. Lyons et al.,

1985; Deng et al., 1991). They showed that the neutral

winds caused about a 6% increase in the cross polar cap

potentials under IMF Bz southward conditions and a

small increase in the strength of the field-aligned

currents. Under IMF Bz northward conditions, how-

ever, the ionospheric convection pattern was reduced on

the duskside but enhanced on the dawnside by the

thermospheric neutral winds. Peymirat et al. (1998,

2002) also examined neutral wind effects on the

magnetosphere using a coupled inner magnetospher-

e–ionosphere–thermosphere electrodynamics general

circulation model. They found that the neutral wind

effects could change the magnetospheric plasma pres-

sure by � 20%, and shielding potential by � 10%.

In this paper, we describe coupling the Lyon–Fedder–

Mobarry (LFM) global magnetosphere MHD code

with the thermosphere–ionosphere nested grid (TING)
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model to create the CMIT model. We apply this model

to a climatology study of the magnetosphere–iono-

sphere–thermosphere response to various solar wind

conditions. A companion paper (Wiltberger et al., 2004)

describes the magnetosphere simulation results and the

coupling procedure in detail. In this paper we will focus

on the response of the I–T system to the magnetospheric

inputs. In Section 2, we briefly discuss each component

of the CMIT model and how these models are coupled

together. Descriptions and discussions of the simula-

tions will be presented in Sections 3 and 4, and the

results will be summarized in Section 5.
2. Models

The LFM global magnetosphere code solves time

dependent, three-dimensional ideal MHD equations.

Detailed descriptions of the model equations and

numerical methods can be found in Fedder and Lyon

(1987, 1995); Fedder et al. (1995); Lyon et al. (2004); and

Wiltberger et al. (2004). The code has a non-uniform,

distorted spherical grid that allows better resolution in

regions like the magnetopause, the geomagnetic tail and

the ionosphere. The grid, which has the same coordinate

system as the solar magnetic (SM) system, covers a

region that extends from 30 RE upstream to 300 RE

tailward of the Earth in the X direction, which is

perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis.

The radial distance in the lateral Y/Z directions is 100

RE in each direction. The magnetic fluxes are evaluated

on the surface of each cell, whereas electric fields are

calculated on the edges of the cells. This guarantees

that the divergence of the magnetic field is zero. The

numerical boundary conditions of the LFM are:

(1) solar wind data observed or specified for intended

investigations at the upstream and lateral boundaries,

(2) supersonic outflow at the back boundary, and

(3) ionospheric specifications adapted from empirical

models, or in this case the TING model for the near-

Earth boundary.

The near-Earth boundary of the LFM code is set to

2.0 RE for our coupling study. The location of the

boundary is determined by two competing factors:

the Alfven wave speed and the lower latitude boundary

of the ionospheric footprint of the LFM. It is desirable

to have the magnetospheric grid as close to the

ionosphere as possible to cover a larger area of the

thermosphere and ionosphere for M–I coupling. How-

ever, the Alfven wave speed also increases significantly

as the magnetospheric grid approaches closer to the

ionosphere. This decreases the maximum time step

possible within the MHD code. The field aligned

currents (FACs) calculated in the magnetospheric grid

are mapped down along dipole field lines to the

ionosphere from the LFM inner boundary. A series of
empirical relationships, detailed in Wiltberger et al.

(2004), are used to determine the Pedersen and Hall

conductances needed to obtain the polar cap potential

pattern. This potential is used as part of the inner

boundary condition for the magnetospheric MHD

code.

The TING model is an extension of the NCAR

thermosphere–ionosphere general circulation model

(TIGCM) (Dickinson et al., 1981; Roble et al., 1988).

One or more levels of nested grids are included to

simulate mesoscale and micro-scale processes occurring

in the T–I system. A detailed description of the TING

model can be found in Wang et al. (1999). In our current

coupling study, however, the nested grid capability

is not employed since we are focused primarily on

global scale processes. The TING model solves self-

consistently time dependent, three-dimensional,

momentum, energy and continuity equations of major

and minor neutral species of the upper atmosphere

(O2, N2, O, NO, Nð4SÞ;Nð2DÞ) and Oþ transport

equation. Chemical equilibrium is assumed to obtain

densities of other ion species (NOþ, Oþ
2 , Nþ

2 , Nþ) and

electrons. Steady state energy equations are solved to

obtain ion and electron temperatures. The TING model

uses a spherical geographic coordinate system with

a uniform latitude and longitude grid of 5� resolution.

The vertical coordinate is pressure level with a half

scale height increment. The model assumes hydrostatic

equilibrium.

The inputs of the TING model are F10:7 and its 81-day

average as proxies for solar EUV and UV radiation,

lower atmospheric tides, as well as electric fields and

particle precipitation from the magnetosphere. Outputs

from the TING model are global three-dimensional

distributions of mixing ratios of major and minor

neutral species, neutral velocities and temperatures,

electron and ion densities and temperatures. Other

important physical parameters, such as Joule heating

and ionospheric conductivities, are also calculated self-

consistently in the model.

In this paper, we use two implementations of the

TING model, the stand-alone TING model and the

CMIT model. The stand-alone TING model, in

most cases, is run using empirical models that are

driven by IMF data (Wang et al., 2001). The IMF

data are converted into hemispheric power and cross

polar cap potential, which are then used to specify

the high latitude ion convection pattern (Heelis et al.,

1982). The Reiff and Luhmann (1986) empirical

relationship is used to convert IMF data to cross polar

cap potential,

P ¼ P0 þ avswBtsin
3
ðy=2Þ; ð1Þ

where P0 ¼ 6:7 and a ¼ 0:047. vsw is the solar wind

speed in kilometers per second, and Bt is the magnitude

of the IMF in nanoteslas. Both P and P0 are in
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Fig. 1. Solar wind Bz and By components for the climatology

study. The Bx component is set to zero throughout the

simulation. The solar wind speed is 400 km/s and density is

5:0 cm�3.
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kilovolts, and

y ¼ cos�1ðBz=BtÞ:

Hemispheric power is based on the Foster et al. (1986)

and Emery et al. (unpublished manuscript) statistical

formula,

E ¼ eðP=27:76Þ; ð2Þ

where E is in GWs and P is the cross polar cap potential

calculated by Eq. (1). The electron precipitation is

also specified using these two parameters (Roble and

Ridley, 1987).

In the CMIT model, coupling between the TING

model and the LFM code was implemented at the top

boundary of the TING model. This coupling procedure

is explained in detail in Wiltberger et al. (2004); a brief

description is provided here. The M–I coupling occurs in

the magnetosphere–ionosphere coupler module. Field-

aligned currents calculated by the LFM code are

mapped down to ionospheric heights where the electric

field (potential) is determined. The potential is then

mapped back to the LFM code for magnetosphere

calculations. Particle precipitation is specified using a

formula that is based on the Knight relationship

(Knight, 1983; Wiltberger et al., 2004). Field-aligned

potential drops implied by the Knight relationship are

not included in mapping the potential to the magneto-

sphere. Understanding the auroral acceleration region

and its implication for the energy conservation issues

raised by Thayer and Semeter (2004) is a significant

problem for the development of coupled magneto-

sphere–ionosphere models, and a major focus of the

CISM project (Lotko, 2004).

In implementing this procedure the cross polar cap

potential and the characteristic energy and number flux

of the precipitating electrons are written to a file by the

magnetosphere–ionosphere coupler module (see Fig. 2

in Wiltberger et al., 2004). The magnetosphere–iono-

sphere coupler also transfers data from the LFM grid to

the geographic coordinates that TING model uses, and

vice versa. At each time step (2 min) the TING model

reads these data from the file, and uses them to provide

the potential and electron mean energy and number flux

that are otherwise calculated by empirical formulae

(Eqs. (1) and (2)). After the TING model advances one

time step, it writes out the height integrated Pedersen

and Hall conductances,

SP ¼

Z
z

sP dz SH ¼

Z
z

sH dz; ð3Þ

which are then picked up by the waiting LFM code and

put into the magnetosphere–ionosphere coupler module

to calculate new cross polar cap potentials. The LFM

code then advances until the next conductances are

available.
The Pedersen and Hall conductivities are calculated in

the TING model as follows:

sP ¼
X

s

qens

B

nenoe

n2
en þ o2

e

þ
nsnos

n2
sn þ o2

s

� �
ð4Þ

sH ¼
X

s

qens

B

o2
e

n2
en þ o2

e

�
o2

s

n2
sn þ o2

s

� �
; ð5Þ

where s ¼ 1; 2; 3; stands for Oþ
2 , Oþ and NOþ,

respectively. These are the major species in the iono-

sphere. oe and os are the gyrofrequencies for electrons

and the sth ion, respectively. B is the strength of the

Earth’s magnetic field. nen is the electron neutral

collision frequency, and vsn is the collision frequencies

between the sth ion and the neutrals. qe is the electron

charge. The calculation of conductivities involves using

the densities of major neutral and ion species, tempera-

tures of ions, electrons and neutrals, and the strength of

the magnetic field. All of these physical parameters are

calculated self-consistently in the TING model.
3. Simulations

The IMF conditions that were applied to the CMIT

model for this climatology study are shown in Fig. 1.

IMF clock angles changed every 4 h. Bz changed from

positive to zero to negative and back to zero, whereas By

changed from zero to positive to zero to negative over

the 16 h period. The IMF Bx component was assumed to

be zero. The solar wind had a constant density of

5:0 cm�3 and a constant speed of 400 km/s towards the

Earth. The day of year for the simulation was 140,

corresponding to May 19/20. Solar minimum conditions

were also assumed, with F10:7 and the 81-day F10:7

running mean being equal to 70.0. The solar wind data

were applied only to the LFM code in the CMIT model.

The TING model did not need IMF information to
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specify high latitude inputs since its magnetospheric

inputs came directly from the LFM code as discussed in

the previous section. The TING model was run for

several model days to achieve a diurnally reproducible

state by the time that coupling with the LFM began. In

addition, appropriate monthly-averaged, semidiurnal

tides were also applied to the lower boundary of the

TING model to account for the impact of the lower

atmosphere on the T–I system.

Fig. 2 gives the cross polar cap potential drop

(Fig. 2a) and the energy flux (Fig. 2b) obtained from

the M–I coupler module of the CMIT model. These data

were applied to the TING model. It is evident that the

potentials showed significant temporal variations

throughout this simulation, whereas the energy fluxes

were much smoother for almost the entire period, except

during the Bz negative interval. In Fig. 2a the dashed

lines are for the northern hemisphere and the solid lines

are for the southern hemisphere, respectively. Heavy

lines show total potential drops, whereas thin lines

are maximum positive and minimum negative values.

Potentials varied almost immediately after IMF changed

its direction. The total potential drops in the southern

hemisphere were slightly higher than those of the

northern hemisphere when Bz was zero and By was 5.

The differences of potentials between the two hemi-
Fig. 2. Cross polar cap potential (panel a) and hemispheric

power (panel b) inputs to the TING Model from LFM code for

southern (SH) and northern (NH) hemispheres.
spheres were much larger later in the simulation (for the

By ¼ �5 and Bz ¼ 0 case). During most of the time

when Bz was negative the total potential drops were

roughly the same for the southern and northern hemi-

spheres. The interhemisphere variability exhibited here

in the coupled model requires further investigation. It is

generally believed that summer hemisphere (Northern

hemisphere in this simulation) should have less cross

polar cap potential drop, since the higher daytime

conductance reduces the potential for the same magni-

tude of the currents flowing into each hemisphere. The

magnitude of the positive cell of the convection pattern

exceeds that of the negative cell during the Bz negative

period (Fig. 2a). This is opposite to the prediction of the

Weimer model for similar IMF conditions (Weimer,

1995). This discrepancy clearly needs to be addressed in

future studies.

The total precipitating particle energy inputs to each

hemisphere are shown in Fig. 2b. The dashed line gives

values for the northern hemisphere and the solid line

gives values for the southern hemisphere, respectively.

The total hemispheric power input to each hemisphere

was roughly the same, but the southern hemisphere

received slightly more energy throughout the entire

simulation. It is interesting to note that the changes in

hemispheric power lagged behind the IMF direction

changes by about one and a half hours after Bz turned

southward. This corresponds to the time that is needed

for the magnetosphere to store enough energy from the

solar wind to produce a substorm onset. The growth

phase is seen to occur at 22:30 UT immediately after

IMF Bz turned southward and lasted till � 24:00 UT

when a substorm onset occurred, which was followed by

subsequent expansion and recovery phases. Therefore,

the coupled model is able to provide the timing of the

growth, onset and recovery phases of substorms to the

TING model, which is crucial for space weather

forecasting. This information is not available from most

of the empirical inputs used in the current thermospher-

e–ionosphere models (see Fig. 3). It is also interesting to

note that the cross polar cap potential remained at

roughly the same level for the entire IMF Bz southward

period, despite exhibiting numerous small variations,

but dropped immediately after Bz became zero. The

hemispheric power, however, showed significant changes

in magnitude when Bz was negative, and in addition,

took more time to attain steady values again after

02:30 UT when Bz was no longer negative.

Fig. 3 shows high latitude inputs for the stand-alone

TING model run (solid lines). Cross polar cap potential

is in the upper panel and hemispheric power is in the

lower panel, respectively. For comparison, potential and

hemispheric power (averaged over two hemispheres)

from the CMIT model are also plotted in Fig. 3 (dashed

lines). Eqs. (1) and (2) were used to derive the potential

and the hemispheric power from the solar wind data
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Fig. 3. Cross polar cap potential (upper half) and hemispheric

power (lower half) inputs to the stand-alone TING Model

(solid lines). The CMIT model outputs averaged over two

hemispheres (Fig. 2) are plots for comparison (dashed lines).
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shown in Fig. 1. A 30-minute time delay was added to

the potential and the hemispheric power when IMF

turned from one direction to another. This delay was

roughly the same as the time that it took for the polar

cap potential to response to IMF changes in the CMIT

model (see Fig. 2a). It is evident that the potentials from

the CMIT model were higher than those calculated by

the empirical model. The potentials during By ¼ �5

periods were about 65 kV for the CMIT model, but

38 kV for the empirical inputs. During the Bz negative

period (22:30 UT to 02:30 UT) the CMIT model

potential was roughly constant around 125 kV with

small variations, whereas the potential calculated by the

empirical formula stayed flat at 100 kV. These differ-

ences in potentials have significant implications for

thermosphere–ionosphere simulations since they affect

the efficiency of ion-neutral coupling and energy and

momentum transfer from the magnetosphere to the T–I

system

Hemispheric power, which is used as a proxy for high

latitude particle precipitation, behaved quite differently

from the potential. The CMIT model had roughly the

same hemispheric power as the stand-alone TING

model throughout most of the simulation, except when

intense energy input to the T–I system occurred during

the Bz southward period. A substorm onset was evident

after about 24:00 UT in the CMIT model, but when

empirical models were used to define the inputs this

behavior could not be replicated. The empirical models

just increased the energy input immediately after the

southward turning of the IMF. It is also evident that, on

average, the hemispheric power was significantly lower

in the CMIT model than it was in the stand-alone TING

model. The power input from the empirical model into

the stand-alone TING model was about two times larger

than the power that was transferred from the LFM code

to the TING component of the CMIT model.
Ion convection patterns at 22:00 UT are shown in

Fig. 4. In the CMIT model, the cross polar cap potential

was about 80 kV in the southern hemisphere and 60 kV

in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 2a). These variations

in the polar cap potential resulted from different

conductances in the two hemispheres. The northern

hemisphere was predominantly sunlit and thus had

higher conductances than the southern hemisphere

which was mainly in darkness. Fig. 4a and b illustrate

the northern and southern hemisphere ion drifts that

were calculated by the CMIT model. A dominant

dusk convection cell in the northern hemisphere and

a strong dawn convection cell in the southern hemi-

sphere were seen, in agreement with observations and

empirical models under By positive and Bz zero

conditions (e.g., Weimer, 1995). This is different from

the Bz negative case we discussed earlier where a

significant discrepancy was found. There were a few

instances of noticeable ion drift velocities near the low

latitude boundary of the potential solver (45� magnetic

latitude) at 01:00 LT (local time) (Fig. 4a) that were not

physically real. They were caused by a boundary effect

in solving the potential that resulted from assuming zero

potential at the lower latitude boundary. A global

potential solver in being developed to deal with this

problem. The ion convection patterns for the stand-

alone TING model are shown in Fig. 4c and d for the

northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. These

patterns showed structures that were quite similar to

those seen in the CMIT model. IMF By effects on the

convection pattern were also evident. The empirical

convection pattern had significantly smaller ion drift

velocities, because the cross polar cap potential

was almost 20 kV smaller in the empirical model.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that CMIT model

outputs (potentials and energy fluxes) were in the same

range as those of the empirical models, and that the

structures and variations with geophysical conditions

were also similar to those predicted by the empirical

models. This indicates that our coupling scheme is

working and producing reasonable results. On the other

hand, the CMIT model captured the dynamical response

of the magnetosphere, thermosphere and ionosphere

system to IMF inputs even though the inputs to the

system were steady.

At 02:00 UT (26:00 h model time) both the CMIT

model and the stand-alone TING model had much

stronger ion convection patterns than those at 22:00 UT

(Fig. 5a and b). A substorm occurred after Bz turned

southward at 22:30 UT. Cross polar cap potentials were

125 kV for the CMIT model and 100 kV for the stand-

alone TING model. The convection pattern in the

CMIT model was stronger and broader than that in the

stand-alone TING model. This is an expected result

since higher cross polar cap potentials were predicted in

the CMIT model.
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Fig. 4. Ion convection patterns at 22:00 UT for northern (left panels) and southern (right panels) hemispheres. The upper panels shows

the CMIT model results and the lower panels show the stand-alone TING Model results with empirical model forcing.
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There was almost a factor of two difference in

hemispheric power between the two models, as shown

in Fig. 2b. This implies that the stand-alone TING

model received more precipitating energy than the

CMIT model (Fig. 5c and d, for the northern hemi-

sphere). Precipitation covered a wide region of the high

latitudes at night, but no precipitation occurred during

the daytime (Fig. 5c) in the CMIT model. Two regions

of strong precipitation were seen just around the

local midnight. The highest energy flux was close to

1:8 erg cm�2 s�1. On the other hand, the precipitation

pattern specified for the stand-alone TING model had a

higher energy flux, with the maximum being greater than

3:0 erg cm�2 s�1. The strongest precipitation occurred in

the pre-midnight sector, which is consistent with the

behavior of the CMIT model. A detailed description of

the techniques used to specify the auroral oval from the

hemispheric power and cross polar cap potential can be

found in Roble and Ridley (1987). It is also notable that

the ‘‘islands’’ seen in Fig. 5d are not the results of the

model specification, rather they are the numerical

manifestation of the grid discretization effect (Wang

et al., 1999) due to the low spatial resolution of the

model. The differences in the ion convection patterns
significantly impact the structure of the thermosphere

and ionosphere, as will be discussed in detail in the

next section.

Height integrated Pedersen (left panel) and Hall (right

panel) conductances in the northern hemisphere at

02:00 UT (26:00 h model time) are illustrated in Fig. 6

for both the CMIT model and the stand-alone TING

model. It is obvious that both Pedersen and Hall

conductances are produced by two mechanisms: daytime

solar EUV radiation and nighttime particle precipita-

tion. Solar EUV photons ionize neutral particles in the

thermosphere and produce ions and electrons above

90 km. Contributions to the conductances mostly come

from the E- and lower F-region, where electrons are

controlled by the magnetic field, but ions flow with the

neutrals. The E-region is approximately in photochemi-

cal equilibrium and disappears at night due to rapid

recombination after sunset. However, at high latitudes,

precipitating energetic electrons and ions with charac-

teristic energy in the range of a few hundred eV to tens

of keV can penetrate deep into the upper atmosphere

and produce a significant amount of ionized gas at

E-region heights. Therefore, daytime conductances show

strong solar zenith angle variations as well as neutral
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Fig. 5. Ion convection patterns (upper panels) and precipitating particle energy flux (erg cm�2 s�1, lower panels) at 02:00 UT. The

results from the CMIT model are illustrated on the left, and those from the stand-alone TING model on the right.
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thermospheric effects, whereas nighttime conductances

are mainly determined by the number of precipitating

particles and their characteristic energy.

In the stand-alone LFM code, ionospheric conduc-

tances are specified using a very simple empirical model.

The dynamical response of the T–I system is not

included in this conductance model. The CMIT model

allows us to self-consistently investigate the dynamic

link among various regions, especially the feedback

effect of the ionospheric conductance variations on

global magnetospheric structures (Wiltberger et al.,

2004). In Fig. 6 Pedersen and Hall conductances from

the CMIT model and stand-alone TING model were

almost exactly the same in the daytime middle latitudes,

indicating that high latitude energy and momentum

inputs from the magnetosphere were not intense enough

to penetrate to lower latitudes and affect the ionospheric

electron density profiles there. Hall conductance was

higher than Pedersen conductance. At high latitudes, the

stand-alone TING model produced more conductances

than the CMIT model since higher energy fluxes were

input in the stand-alone TING model (cf. Fig. 3). The

maximum Hall conductance in the CMIT model was
12.7 mhos, whereas that in the stand-alone TING model

was 21.6 mhos, almost a factor of two difference, similar

to the ratio seen in hemispheric power in the two

versions of the model (see Fig. 3). The conductance

patterns were also similar to those of the particle

precipitation shown in Fig. 5.
4. Thermosphere response

The thermosphere sustains a global wind circulation

that is driven mainly by five forces: pressure gradient,

ion drag, the Coriolis force, advection and viscosity. The

contribution from each force to the overall force balance

varies with geophysical conditions as well as geographi-

cal locations and altitudes (e.g., Killeen and Roble,

1984). At ionospheric F-region heights the pressure

gradient force and ion drag are the dominant forces that

drive the high latitude neutral winds. Ion drag pushes

the neutrals in a convection pattern that is similar to

that of the ions. The neutral wind circulation then

moves air parcels of different densities and species

around, modifying global thermospheric neutral density
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Fig. 6. Height integrated Pedersen (left panels) and Hall (right panels) conductances (mho) at 02:00 UT. Results from the CMIT model

are shown in the top panels, and those from the stand-alone TING model are shown in the lower panels. The contour interval for the

CMIT is 0.6 mho, while that for the stand-along-TING model is 2.4 mho.
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distributions and ionospheric profiles (e.g. Burns et al.,

2004; and references therein).

Joule heating increases the neutral temperature, and

thus enhances pressure gradients and neutral winds.

This heating causes molecular rich air to upwell from

lower altitudes, which changes plasma densities through

enhanced ion recombination processes. Joule heating is

calculated as follows,

QJ ¼ sPð~E þ~unx~BÞ2; ð6Þ

where ~E is the imposed magnetospheric electric field, ~B
is the geomagnetic field and ~un is the neutral wind

velocity. Therefore, three factors determine the magni-

tude of Joule heating: the strength of the electric field (or

ion drift velocity), the neutral wind velocity and the

Pedersen conductivity. Now, if we assume that at high

latitudes magnetic field is only in the vertical direction,

Eq. (6) can then be rewritten as,

QJ ¼ sPB2ððU i � UnÞ
2
þ ðV i � VnÞ

2
Þ; ð7Þ
where U i;V i; are ion zonal and meridional drift

velocities, and Un;Vn are neutral zonal and meridional

wind velocities, respectively.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate neutral winds on top of neutral

temperature contours at pressure level �0:5 ð� 200 kmÞ

for four UT times. Fig. 7 gives these values for the

CMIT model and Fig. 8 gives them for the stand-alone

TING model. Figs. 7a and 8a show neutral winds and

temperatures at 18:00 UT. At this time By was zero and

Bz was positive. The imposed magnetospheric electric

fields were weak, the cross polar cap potentials were

around 10 kV in both the CMIT model and the stand-

alone TING model, and the hemispheric power was

small. Both plots thus show very similar structures. The

thermosphere and ionosphere were controlled primarily

by solar radiation at this time because the magneto-

spheric inputs were weak. These high daytime neutral

temperatures drove day to night pressure gradient

winds. Highest temperatures occurred in the afternoon.

There was also a very weak neutral convection cell in the
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Fig. 7. Neutral temperatures and winds at pressure level �0:5 ð� 200 kmÞ simulated by the CMIT model for 18:00 UT (panel a),

22:00 UT (panel b), 02:00 UT (panel c) and 06:00 UT (panel d), respectively.
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dusk side in both the coupled and the stand-alone

models, which was probably a residual of the convection

pattern before Bz turned northward.

Four hours later at 22:00 UT, the neutral winds and

temperatures simulated by the CMIT model and the

stand-alone TING model began to diverge. As shown in

Fig. 3 significant cross polar cap potential was imposed

on the CMIT model, but not on the stand-alone TING

model. Hemispheric power inputs were roughly the same

for both models. The neutral temperatures and winds

from the stand-alone TING model did not show

significant changes compared with those at 18:00 UT

(Figs. 8a and 8b). The speeds of the neutral winds were

almost the same, except in the dusk convection cell;

neutral temperature increases in the afternoon sector at

middle latitudes ranged between 20 and 40 K. These

probably resulted from a UT effect induced by the

movement of the geomagnetic pole and its associated

high latitude convection pattern around the geographic

pole. Significant Joule heating occurred in the afternoon

sector at this UT and earlier times (Fig. 10a). This

heating was caused by a strong ion drift pattern

sweeping through regions of high daytime Pedersen
conductivities. In addition, very few temperature

changes occurred at night.

Significant changes, however, were seen in the CMIT

model calculations for this UT hour (Fig. 7b). The

neutral wind dusk convection cell was evident and wind

speeds were significantly higher than that at 18:00 UT.

Neutral temperature enhancements occurred globally.

In the daytime polar cap region neutral temperature

increases of 60 K occurred. In other places neutral

temperatures increased by about 40 K in both daytime

and nighttime.

Similar results were also obtained at 02:00 UT (26:00 h

model time). These results are shown in Figs. 7c and 8c.

Prior to this time the magnetosphere had experienced

multiple onsets of geomagnetic substorms, thus signifi-

cant amounts of energy had been deposited in the

thermosphere and ionosphere both through particle

precipitation and the strong electric field that was

generated. In the stand-alone TING model the neutral

temperature was seen to have a global 20 K increase

compared with that at 22:00 UT, and the neutral wind

speeds were also significantly higher. However, these

changes were not as big as those that occurred in the
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for the stand-alone TING model.
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CMIT model. A maximum temperature of 920 K

occurred in the coupled model that was 100 K higher

than the temperature at 22:00 UT and 160 K hotter than

that at 18:00 UT. This was significantly higher than the

temperature simulated by the stand-alone TING model.

Another interesting phenomenon calculated in the

CMIT model was that two regions of low temperatures

occurred in the nighttime, one located at about 20:00 LT

and another one at 01:00 LT. These probably resulted

from cooling by expansion. Neutral winds were intensi-

fied globally in both the coupled and the stand-alone

models and had very similar patterns, though the speed

of the wind simulated by the CMIT model was

significantly higher than that calculated by the stand-

alone TING model, in part because the simulated cross

polar cap potential was much stronger in the CMIT

model (Fig. 3).

At 06:00 UT (30:00 h model time), Bz was zero and By

was negative, and both the potential and hemisphere

power inputs to the thermosphere and ionosphere were

reduced from the Bz negative conditions that prevailed

at 02:00 UT. Neutral temperatures in the CMIT model

(Fig. 7d) decreased by about 60 K from their previous

values at 02:00 UT, but were still significantly higher

than those at 18:00 UT, indicating that significant Joule
heating was still occurring. The stand-alone TING

model, on the other hand, predicted that neutral

temperatures had almost returned to their initial values

at 18:00 UT, albeit with some local time variations

(Fig. 8d). Strong anti-sunward flow was still the

dominant feature in the neutral wind circulation.

However, the return flow of the neutral wind dusk

convection cell was significantly weakened as a result of

the By negative conditions that produced a weak dusk

ion convection cell.

To fully understand the simulated neutral temperature

differences between the CMIT model and the stand-

alone TING model, the Joule heating rates per unit mass

(K/day) at the same pressure level (� 200 km) calculated

by each model are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10,

respectively. For the purpose of this study it is desirable

to use Joule heating rate per unit mass rather than Joule

heating per unit volume to describe the effects of Joule

heating on the neutral atmosphere because this form of

the Joule heating rate is more closely related to the

modeled temperature changes. Fig. 9a–c show the Joule

heating rate from the CMIT model for UT 22:00, 02:00

and 06:00, respectively, whereas Fig. 10a–c are those

from the stand-alone TING model for the same times.

The contour interval is 600 K/day in both plots. The
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Fig. 9. Joule heating rate (K/day) at pressure level

�0:5 ð� 200 kmÞ simulated by the CMIT model for 22:00 UT

(panel a), 02:00 UT (panel b) and 06:00 UT (panel c),

respectively. The contour interval is 600 K/day.

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for the stand-alone TING model.

The contour interval is 600 K/day.
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Joule heating calculated by the CMIT model occurred

over a much broader area than that calculated by the

stand-alone TING model at all times due to the broader

ion convection and electron precipitation patterns

imposed in the CMIT model (cf. Figs. 4 and 5). On

the other hand, Joule heating in the stand-alone TING

model is confined to a very limited area around the polar

cap. Furthermore, the magnitude of Joule heating in the
Fig. 11. Ionospheric conductivity (mho/m, upper panels) at 02:00 U

ðU i � UnÞ
2
þ ðV i � VnÞ

2
ðkm=sÞ2, and lower panels are U2

i þ V2
i ðkm

and Un;Vn are neutral zonal and meridional wind velocities, respective

panels are those from the stand-alone TING model.
CMIT model was, in general, much higher than that of

the stand-alone TING model. It is worthwhile noting

that the plots shown here give only the instantaneous

pictures of Joule heating at this particular time. The

neutral temperatures shown in the previous plots

(Figs. 7 and 8) are the result of the integrated effect of

various heating and cooling processes. Joule heating

contributes significantly to the changes in neutral
T on pressure level �0:5 ð� 200 kmÞ. The middle panels show

=sÞ2, where U i;V i, are ion zonal and meridional drift velocities,

ly. Left panels are the results from the CMIT model, while right
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Fig. 12. Hemispheric joule heating (GW) calculated by the

CMIT model (dashed line) and the stand-alone TING model

(solid line).
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temperatures. However, the global structure of the

neutral temperature is determined by the balance

between a variety of heating and cooling processes.

Several factors contribute to these differences in Joule

heating (Eqs. (7) and (8)). The left panels of Fig. 11

illustrate the Pedersen conductivity (upper panel), the

square of ion-neutral relative velocities (middle panel, in

units of ðkm=sÞ2), and the square of ion velocities (lower

panel, in units of ðkm=sÞ2), respectively, at pressure level

�0:5 and 02:00 UT for the CMIT model. The same

physical parameters calculated by the stand-alone TING

model are plotted in the right panels. It is evident from

Fig. 11a and b, that at high altitudes, the differences in

the conductivities between the two models are smaller

than the differences at lower heights. This is under-

standable since electron density enhancements produced

by the precipitating particles are most pronounced at

E region heights. Comparing Figs. 9b and 10b with

Fig. 11c and d, it is easily seen that the square of

the relative velocity between the ions and neutrals is the

most significant contribution to the differences in

the Joule heating rate between the two models. The

Joule heating pattern follows that of the square of the

relative velocities. The ion drifts calculated by the CMIT

model are significantly higher than those from the stand-

along TING model (Fig. 5). The potential in the CMIT

model has larger gradients than the empirical model

used in the stand-alone TING model. This, in turn,

generates stronger ion drifts in the CMIT model.

Fig. 11e and f are the plots of the square of the ion

velocities for the CMIT model and the stand-alone

TING model, respectively. Those two plots illustrate

neutral wind effects on Joule heating when compared to

Fig. 11c and d. Joule heating is decreased in both models

when neutral winds are included in the Joule heating

rate calculations (cf. Eq. (8)). The most significant

changes occurred inside the polar cap in the antisunward

flow region, where both ions and neutrals moved in the

same direction from the dayside to the nightside (see

Fig. 5a and b for the ion drifts, and Figs. 7c and 8c for

the neutral velocities). Fig. 11e illustrates that there was

significant Joule heating in the CMIT model between

21:00 and 22:00 LT if neutral winds were not included,

but this heating almost disappeared when neutral winds

were included. The same observation can also be applied

to the stand-alone TING model, in which Joule heating

was almost absent in the antisunward flow region if

neutral winds were included (Fig. 11d and f).

The neutral wind effect was also evident in the total

hemispheric Joule heating plot (Fig. 12). Joule heating

increased immediately after Bz turned southward at

22:30 UT. It is difficult to estimate the neutral wind

effect in the CMIT model since ion drift velocities varied

significantly even when the IMF input was kept steady

(Fig. 2a). However, the potential in the stand-alone

TING model was the same after 22:30 UT and so were
the ion drift velocities and particle precipitation. The

solid line shown in Fig. 12 represents the total Joule

heating in the stand-alone TING model. It shows clearly

that, after the initial burst of the Joule heating at

22:30 UT, Joule heating decreased with time from the

peak value of about 160 GW at about 23:00 UT to its

minimum value of about 120 GW at 02:30 UT when

IMF Bz became zero. This indicates a drop of about

25% in the total Joule heating input during the steady

IMF Bz southward conditions. Most of these changes in

total Joule heating can probably be attributed to

variations in the neutral winds. It usually takes a couple

of hours for the neutrals to fully respond to changes in

ion motion (Ponthieu et al., 1988). Thus, if the ion

convection pattern was in a steady state for several

hours, neutral winds were becoming more like the ion

winds as a result of ion drag, and, therefore, the relative

velocity between the ions and neutrals was becoming

lower with time, resulting in a gradually decreasing Joule

heating rate. This is evident in the stand-alone TING

model simulations shown in Fig. 12. One the other hand,

the ion convection pattern varied with time in the CMIT

model, and the neutral winds effect on the total Joule

heating was thus very difficult to evaluate (Figs. 2

and 3). However, Fig. 11e and 11c do indicate that

neutral winds decreased the Joule heating input to the

upper atmosphere. The effects of ion convection

variability on Joule heating were also discussed recently

by Matsuo et al. (2003) and Codrescu et al. (2000). It is,

however, worthwhile to mention here that conductivities

also changed with time as the thermosphere responded

to energy input from the magnetosphere, and also that

the background thermosphere and ionosphere near the

auroral oval changed with UT. This may also contribute

to variations in the total Joule heating (Fig. 12). The

total Joule heating simulated in the CMIT model was

about 3–4 times higher that in the stand-alone TING

model, which, in turn, contributed to the higher neutral
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temperature calculated in the CMIT model (Fig. 7). The

differences, as mentioned before, were in the ion drift

velocities or electric fields calculated by each model. The

CMIT model simulated higher cross polar cap potential,

and most importantly, larger spatial gradients in the

potential pattern that produced stronger electric fields. It

is very important to have the right high latitude energy

inputs to the upper atmosphere since, as discussed in the

introduction, the thermosphere and the ionosphere

response both actively and globally to this energy input.

To validate the global structures and temporal varia-

tions of the thermosphere and ionosphere predicted here

by both models is one of the major tasks of the CISM

project (Spence et al., 2004).
5. Summary

The LFM global magnetosphere code has been

successfully coupled with the TING model. The

coupling between these models is two way: the LFM

provides the TING model with high latitude cross polar

cap potential and precipitating electron energy flux, and

the TING model feeds back height integrated conduc-

tances. The physical parameters calculated by the CMIT

model, i.e., conductances, potentials and energy fluxes,

agree in general with those obtained from statistical

empirical models. The following conclusions are drawn

from this climatology study:
1.
 Energy input from the magnetosphere has a sig-

nificant impact on thermosphere–ionosphere struc-

tures both locally and globally. The study here and

that in the companion paper (Wiltberger et al., 2004)

demonstrates the capability of the coupled magneto-

spheric model and thermosphere/ionosphere model

to investigate the global energy budget in the entire

magnetosphere–ionosphere–thermosphere system.

Unlike empirical models of the high latitude potential

and energy flux, which either tend to smooth out or

are unable to simulate spatial and temporal varia-

tions of these parameters, the CMIT model can

simulate their dynamic variability.
2.
 The coupled model is able to provide the thermo-

sphere–ionosphere model with the timing of the

growth, onset and recovery phases of substorms.

Empirical models have significant difficulties in

predicting this timing.
3.
 During Bz positive conditions the high latitude

ionosphere and thermosphere were almost undis-

turbed by the weak magnetosphere input. They

showed features that were dominated by solar

radiation in both the CMIT model and the stand-

alone TING model simulations.
4.
 During Bz negative conditions a significant amount of

energy was deposited in the upper atmosphere. Ion
drifts were greatly enhanced at high latitudes. Neutral

temperatures were increased by almost 160 K more in

the coupled model than in the Bz positive case.
5.
 The stand-alone TING model did not predict the

large neutral temperature and wind enhancements

seen in the CMIT model simulations during sub-

storms. This can be explained by the different Joule

heating rates in the two versions of the model. Joule

heating calculated by the CMIT model was much

stronger than that in the stand-alone TING model

because of the high cross polar cap potential and,

most importantly, its larger spatial variations simu-

lated by the coupled model.
6.
 The electron precipitation energy input from the

LFM code to the TING model is lower than that

from the statistical model by a factor of two. When

the LFM model is used, the conductances calculated

by the TING model are much lower than the

conductances calculated when statistical inputs are

used.

The CMIT model is able to capture the instantaneous

state of the global high latitude electric field, whereas the

stand-alone TING model is capable only of simulating

averaged electric field patterns. This has very significant

implications for our future studies of the global energy

budget in the whole magnetosphere, ionosphere and

thermosphere system. Firstly, current space and ground

based measurements of electric fields, both directly or

indirectly, frequently mix up spatial and temporal

variations and lack global coverage of the electric field.

The CMIT model can supply the thermosphere/iono-

sphere model with not only the global electric field itself,

but also its temporal and spatial variations, allowing a

realistic estimation of energy deposition in the upper

atmosphere to be made. Secondly, the feedback of

ionospheric conductances calculated by first principles

models has the potential to permit a better estimation of

the electric field than that obtained from the empirical

ionospheric conductance models that are currently used

in magnetospheric MHD codes. This makes the study of

the dynamical impact of the ionosphere on the magneto-

spheric currents system and global magnetospheric

structures possible. Finally, the CMIT model allows a

better estimation of the timing of the substorm onset

than is obtainable from empirical models for space

weather applications. The exact timing of the com-

mencement of substorms has a significant impact on the

response of the thermosphere and ionosphere to energy

and momentum inputs.

We are now working on including the effects of

thermospheric winds and the Earth’s rotation on the

electric potential feedback to the magnetosphere. The

next step after that will be the transition to a full

description of ionospheric electrodynamics using a

new high-resolution version of the NCAR TIE-GCM
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(Richmond et al., 1992). Extension of that model to

higher altitudes and the addition of a plasmasphere

model are also an important aspect of this development.

Plasmaspheric density plays an important role in

determining the characteristics of ULF waves that have,

in turn, significant impacts on the transport and

energization of the radiation belt particles. The plasma-

sphere also interacts with ring current energetic particles

through Coulomb collisions that could be important in

ring current models such as the rice convection model,

which is in the process of being included in the CMIT

model (Toffoletto et al., 2004).

It is, however, important to realize here that the

coupling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere

remains a very complex and challenging problem. We

are just beginning to understand this nonlinear, dyna-

mical system. Advancements in outstanding M–I cou-

pling issues, such as ionospheric mass outflow and the

mechanism for particle acceleration, will greatly improve

the CISM CMIT model and thus our ability to predict

space weather.
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